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Irish Navy commissions third OPV LÉ William Butler Yeats 
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The Irish Navy has commissioned its third offshore patrol vessel, LÉ William Butler Yeats, during an October 
17 ceremony in Galway, Ireland. The vessel was officially named by Caitriona Yeats, a granddaughter of the Irish 20th-
century poet the ship is named after. LÉ William Butler Yeats was built by Appledore Shipbuilders, a subsidiary of 
Babcock Marine, which floated out the vessel on March 10, 2016. 

The Irish Navy has contracted Babcock in 2010 to deliver three offshore patrol vessels (OPV) for the Irish Naval 
Service with the work being carried out at Babcock’s Appledore facility in Devon. LÉ Samuel Beckett, the lead ship of 
the class, has already performed its first active patrols and has attracted international attention with rescue missions in 
the Mediterranean Sea off the Libyan coast. LÉ James Joyce, the second OPV, joined the Irish Navy on September 1, 
2015. 

In June this year, The Irish Department of Defense awarded Babcock a contract to construct the fourth vessel in the 
class. The fourth OPV is scheduled to be completed within the next two years. The unit price is around €54 million. 
Designed for fishery protection, search and rescue, anti-pollution and maritime security duties, the 90 metre, 2 256 
tonne OPVs have autonomous engine rooms and are capable of a top speed of 23 knots and have a range of 6,000 
nautical miles at cruise speed. Source : Naval Today 

Good looking vessels and ideal for their tasks but also a very reasonable cost. One must be careful not to 
try to be too sophisticated if you cannot afford to keep up. 

Pentagon Voices Caution on Latest Yemen Missile Incident 
Washington, Oct 17 – The Pentagon declined to say on Monday whether the USS Mason destroyer was targeted by 
multiple inbound missiles fired from Yemen on Saturday, as initially thought, saying a review was under way to 
determine what happened. Any determination that the USS Mason guided-missile destroyer was targeted on 
Saturday could have military repercussions, since the United States has threatened to retaliate again should its ships 
come under fire from territory in Yemen controlled by Iran-aligned Houthi fighters. 

The United States carried out cruise missile strikes against radar sites in Yemen on Thursday after two confirmed 
attempts last week to hit the USS Mason with coastal cruise missiles. “We are still assessing the situation. There are 
still some aspects to this that we are trying to clarify for ourselves given the threat – the potential threat – to our 
people,” Pentagon spokesman Peter Cook told a news briefing. 

Admiral John Richardson, the chief of naval operations, disclosed the latest incident during an event in Baltimore on 
Saturday, saying the USS Mason “once again appears to have come under attack in the Red Sea.” Cook noted that 



the crew aboard the USS Mason detected what appeared to be a missile threat and responded appropriately. U.S. 
officials cautioned, however, that details from the incident were still under review. It was unclear how soon a final 
determination might be made about how many, if any, missiles were actually fired at the USS Mason. 

The U.S. cruise missiles launched on Thursday knocked out three coastal radar sites in areas of Yemen controlled by 
Houthi forces. U.S. officials, speaking to Reuters on condition of anonymity, have acknowledged additional potential 
targets were examined. The missile strikes, authorized by President Barack Obama, represented Washington’s first 
direct military action against suspected Houthi-controlled targets in Yemen’s conflict and raised questions about the 
potential for further escalation. 

The military encounters took place as diplomats have been making a new push for a ceasefire in Yemen. Since March 
2015, the country has been gripped by war pitting the Houthi group, backed by troops loyal to former President Ali 
Abdullah Saleh, and the internationally recognized government of Abd Rabbu Mansour al-Hadi, backed by Saudi 
Arabia. Saudi Arabia and Hadi’s government accuse Shi’ite Iran of supplying weapons to the Houthis to help spread 
Tehran’s influence at the expense of Riyadh, its main regional rival. Iran denies the charge. Source : Thomson 
Reuters. 

All that sophisticated and expensive technology and they ‘don’t know’! Makes one think. The following 
article is now rather relevant! 

USS Mason, Yemen, Missiles and the “Fog of War” 

 

Clausewitz wrote of the “fog of war.” Recent events in the Gulf of Yemen and the Red Sea are a good example of what 
he meant.  The USS Mason, an Arleigh Burke-class destroyer, may have been attacked on Saturday, October 8th, off 
the coast of Yemen by anti-ship cruise missiles for the third time in a week. The ship was not hit.  In response to the 
possible attacks, the destroyer USS Nitze (DDG-94) fired Tomahawk missiles at three Houthi radar sites believed to 
have been used help target the anti-ship missiles. The Tomahawk strikes raised concerns that the US might be getting 
drawn into the Yemeni civil war.  

One critical question remains unanswered, however, — did the attacks actually take place? The Navy is being careful 
in its language in describing what may have been cruise missile attacks.  CNN reports: Officials … were uncertain 
about what exactly happened, if there were multiple incoming missiles or if there was a malfunction with the radar 
detection system on the destroyer. “We are aware of the reports and we are assessing the situation. All of our ships 
and crews are safe and unharmed.” one US defense official commented. 

So, the Navy cannot say for sure whether the ship was attacked or suffered a radar malfunction. This is not to say, 
however, that the risk of missile attack in these waters is not very real.  On October 1, a missile believed to have been 
fired by Yemeni Houthi rebels, struck the ex-US Navy HSV-2 Swift as it was transiting the Bab Al Mandeb strait 
between the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden. The ship, an original “proof-of-concept ship” for the U.S. Navy’s Joint High 
Speed Vessel program, was being operated by the United Arab Emirates. The vessel was seriously damaged in the 
attack but remained afloat. The Swift was believed to have been hit by a Chinese designed C-802 anti-ship missile. 

The uncertainty surrounding the possible attacks on the USS Mason and the Tomahawk counterattack is both 
disturbing and not surprising. In close quarters and with high stakes, mistakes happen, often with dire consequences. 
In 1988, Iran Air Flight 655, a commercial airplane on a scheduled flight, was shot down by two missiles from the 
USS Vincennes after it was mistaken for an F14 fighter plane. The United States did not admit legal liability but paid 
$61.8 million to the families of the 290 passengers who died when the plane was shot down. 



Likewise, on August 4, 1964 President Lyndon Johnson make an announcement on national television, describing an 
attack that day by North Vietnamese vessels on two U.S. Navy warships, Maddox and Turner Joy.  He requested 
Congressional authority to respond militarily. The resulting Gulf of Tonkin Resolution greatly expanded US involvement 
in the war in Vietnam. What exactly happened over a two night period in the Gulf of Tonkin has been the subject of 
considerable controversy.  

Evidence exists of a North Vietnamese attack on August 2 but the second attack on August 4 was probably due to 
radar “ghosts” and not North Vietnamese patrol boats. In a 2003 documentary, the former United States Secretary of 
Defense Robert S. McNamara admitted that the August 4 Gulf of Tonkin attack never happened. The name of the 
documentary was The Fog of War. Source : The Old Salt Blog 

Indian arms buying spree unabated 
The Indian Ministry of Defence (MoD) has mapped out that India needs $233 billion to meet its weapons and 
equipment requirements in 11 years. This has been calculated according to the Long Term Integrated Perspective Plan 
(LTIPP) for 2012-2027. The Indian weapon purchases are so massive and diversified that it would require several 
research papers to explain them.  

The major naval assets include 24 submarines over a period of 30 years. Six Scorpene class are being built at the 
Mazagaon Docks. All six are expected to join the Indian Navy by 2020. Purchase of six more was cleared in 2015. 
Source : International – The News 

Extracted from much longer report but doubt that the 24 boats will all still be be effective at that stage. 

Leonardo introduces ATAS towed array sonar for Italian PPAs 
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Leonardo has presented its new ATAS sensor (Active Towed Array Sonar) that was developed in line with the Italian 
fleet modernisation programme. The unveiling took place Tuesday at the Euronaval expo in Paris. ATAS was designed 
to equip the Italian Navy’s new multi-purpose off-shore patrol vessels (PPAs) and can be used in combat operations at 
a variety of depths to over 300m, the company said. 

It was also noted that the sensor is smaller and lighter than other active sonars with a similar range, measuring 
one metre long and weighing eight tonnes. According to Leonardo, ATAS offers detection that overcomes the first 
acoustic convergence zone, that is at up to 40km in the Atlantic Ocean in certain seasons. The new sensor uses low 
and medium sonar frequencies, providing simultaneous, panoramic surveillance in active and passive modes. This 
enables the sonar to acquire and record target characteristics data and automatically extract the acoustic 
characteristics of targets. Source : Naval Today 



Philippines-China solution on Scarborough Shoal possible, envoy says 
A budding Philippines-China friendship could boost chances of removing one of their biggest bones of contention in the 
South China Sea, Beijing’s ambassador said Friday, as the two sides pursue broad business ties while still at odds over 
sovereignty. Ahead of a high-profile visit to Beijing next week by Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte and at least 250 
businessmen, China’s ambassador to Manila, Zhao Jianhua, said there was common ground on the South China Sea 
that both sides could work from, including on the disputed Scarborough Shoal.  

Duterte’s rapprochement with China marks an astonishing reversal in Philippine foreign policy since July, when the 
Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) in The Hague ruled in favour of the Philippines in the South China Sea dispute. 
Manila lodged the case in response to what is now a four-year blockade by China’s coast guard at the Scarborough 
Shoal, a prime fishing patch.  

China has never recognized the case, but has been outraged by it, leaving much of the region on edge and in fearing 
retaliation by a country with a rapidly expanding military and coast guard. The PCA ruled on numerous issues but in 
terms of the Scarborough Shoal, it concluded no country had sovereign rights over the tranquil, rocky outcrop, thus all 
states with overlapping claims were entitled to fish there. 

While generous with his praise of China, Duterte has still insisted Filipino fishermen should have unhindered access to 
the shoal. Zhao, who speaks often and enjoys a public profile unusually high for a Chinese diplomat, said he was 
confident a solution could be found and eventually the two countries could create “a sea of peace and cooperation.” 
“The Chinese side is very much interested in fishery cooperation.  

That is a kind of response to your president’s concern about fishermen,” he said when asked by a reporter about 
granting Duterte his wish. “We would like to explore the possibility of how we can handle it properly. “I think both 
sides are going to be able to work on a possible solution to this problem.” It is unclear, however, where the common 
ground might be when China refuses to discuss the PCA ruling and Duterte continues to promise Filipinos he will not 
deviate from the content of the July 12 arbitral award.  

The most notable point in the PCA’s award was that China’s claims to most of the South China Sea were groundless. 
Zhao said more than a dozen Memoranda of Understanding would be discussed and finalized next week in Beijing and 
he predicted a “dramatic increase” in Chinese investment, and tourists to the Philippines. China would provide soft 
loans and its firms would carry out major infrastructure works in the Philippines, he said.  

Zhao said China might be open to discussions in future toward resuming joint development with the Philippines of 
offshore gas reserves, which were stalled at the peak of the sovereignty row. He later said that China would be 
supporting a second drug-rehabilitation facility next year in the Philippines, funded by a private Chinese donor. 
Source: Japan times 

It just shows how self interests are more important than allies! 

Rody to PCG: Fight pirates, sink their ships 

President Duterte has ordered the Philippine Coast Guard (PCG) to crush sea pirates and other lawless elements who 
will fight arrest during operations within the country’s territorial waters. He said the PCG could subdue the sea pirates 
or even sink their ships to make navigation and marine resources safe. Earlier, Duterte said sea pirates engaged in 
kidnapping and other illegal activities must be destroyed. PCG spokesman Commander Armand Balilo said the 
President gave the instructions to commandant Rear Admiral William Melad during the agency’s 115th anniversary last 
Wednesday.  

During the event, During the event, Duterte formally commissioned the agency’s latest vessel, the 44-meter BRP 
Tubbataha, to help the PCG perform its duty. “President Duterte told Rear Admiral Melad that all forms of lawlessness 
such as sea piracy (must be stopped); if they fight back, if needed…they should be subdued even to the point of 
sinking their ship,” Balilo said. Balilo expressed belief that the President might also be referring to terrorists, the Abu 
Sayyaf and those engaged in hijacking of a ship and illegal drug activities.  

Balilo said Duterte empowered the PCG personnel when he sent out the message that he had their back in lawfully 
performing their functions to ensure maritime security. “We are being given clearance that our people should not be 
afraid to perform their functions. We have the security, we have the peace of mind in knowing that the President has 
given this guidance,” he added.  

Balilo admitted that in the past some of their troops would hesitate in exercising their functions because they were 
afraid that a legal case could be filed against them. In September, Duterte and Indonesian President Joko Widodo 



agreed to work more closely to tackle Islamist extremism and crimes at sea while also bolstering maritime security in a 
region struggling to fight piracy. The two leaders, noted for their tough approach to drug offenders, signed an 
agreement to strengthen cooperation on maritime security in the Sulu Sea separating the two archipelagoes.  

Duterte said he supported allowing Indonesian forces pursuing suspected pirates to enter Philippine waters but, for 
now, coordination would be the priority. Speaking to members of the Filipino community before his meeting with 
Widodo, Duterte said if Indonesian forces were in hot pursuit of pirates, they could enter Philippine waters and “blast 
them off.” The two countries, along with Malaysia, have been shaping plans for joint patrols and discussing ways to 
enable pursuits into each other’s territorial waters in a bid to stop a surge in piracy and abductions this year. Source: 
The Philippine Star 

Japan may speed up missile defense upgrade in wake of N. Korean Tests 
The government may accelerate around ¥100 billion in planned spending to upgrade Japan’s ballistic missile defenses 
in the wake of rocket tests suggesting North Korea is close to fielding a more potent medium-range missile, according 
to three sources. The outlays, currently in a budget request for the fiscal year starting April, include money to assess a 
new missile defense layer — either Lockheed Martin Corp.’s Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system or 
Aegis Ashore, a land-based version of the ballistic missile defense system already used by vessels in the Sea of Japan. 

The funding request also covers money to improve the range and accuracy of PAC-3 Patriot batteries, according to the 
sources, who are familiar with the proposal and who asked not to be identified because they are not authorized to talk 
to the media. 

Any rollout of THAAD or Aegis Ashore could, however, take years, the sources noted. Accelerated spending on Patriot 
missile batteries is unlikely to deliver upgrades much quicker because of the limited capacity of the companies involved 
— Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Raytheon Co. — to speed up already tight production schedules. “It nonetheless 
has symbolic value,” one of the government sources said. 

As much as ¥300 billion in defense funding will be included in a third supplementary budget, the Sankei Shimbun has 
reported. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s government has yet to say whether it will ask lawmakers to approve additional 
outlays before deliberations begin on next year’s budget. 

Officials in the Defense Ministry were not immediately available to comment. Pyongyang’s apparent technological 
progress on missiles has been faster than anticipated, exposing Japan to a heightened threat, a senior Self-Defense 
Forces commander said earlier this month. Source : The Japan Times 

As promised last night! North Korea’s possible nuclear threat is very real in that region. 

TAILPIECE 

Another application to set aside the Seriti Commission’s findings submitted 
to court 

 
Two non-government organisations – Corruption Watch and the 
Right2Know (R2K) Campaign – have applied to the North Gauteng 
High Court to set aside the findings of the Arms Procurement 
Commission. The application asks the court to review and set 
aside the findings of the Commission, headed by Judge Willie 
Seriti, which found there was no bribery or corruption involved in 
newly democratic South Africa’s acquisition of defence equipment 
in the late nineties. 

The application comes just on three months after Terry Crawford-
Browne, probably the most vocal critic of the arms deal and the 
man whose perseverance in opposing it led to the Seriti 
Commission being established, approached the Constitutional 
Court. He, like the two NGOs, wants the Seriti Commission’s 
report set aside. 

In 2010 Crawford-Browne went to the Constitutional Court over the arms deal. This resulted in President Jacob Zuma 
setting up the Arms Procurement Commission to investigate allegations of corruption and impropriety. When Zuma 



released the results of the report earlier this year, he said it had found no evidence of wrongdoing in the deal. The 
Commission’s report was subsequently labelled a whitewash by critics. 

In support of the latest application Corruption Watch and R2K said in a statement they want to North Gauteng High 
Court to set aside Judge Seriti’s findings “following a relentless struggle by civil society for accountability in a scandal 
that was one of the most far-reaching in a democratic South Africa”.  “The Seriti Commission’s findings cannot be 
allowed to stand. This review seeks to ensure a great crime against the people of South Africa will not be 
whitewashed. 

“Challenging the arms deal cover-up is particularly relevant given the struggles today against state capture, in an 
environment in which investigations of irregular procurement and large-scale contracts are increasingly hampered and 
suppressed. Those who are implicated continue to act with impunity and in most cases remain in their positions 
without consequences. 

“The Commission,” the joint statement said, “was tasked with investigating allegations of corruption in the 1999 arms 
deal, which cost the country billions of rand in exchange for weapons through processes that lacked transparency. 
However, after over four years, characterised by a flawed process, the Commission’s final report claimed it had found 
no evidence of any corruption in the deal. 

”The founding papers show this finding is the result of an abject failure on the part of the Commission to undertake a 
proper investigation. The Commission refused to consider thousands of pages of evidence from previous investigations 
and failed to gather or admit highly incriminating evidence despite having the power to do so. 

“Taken together, this behaviour shows the Commission grossly failed in its mandate to fully investigate and uncover 
the truth about the arms deal. This deal has deeply corrupted the politics of South Africa and sits at the heart of the 
country’s fight against corruption and state capture. “The Commission’s failure to provide the public with the truth 
undermines the country’s attempts to fight these struggles.” 

Corruption Watch and R2K maintain they have approached the courts “because for far too long the corrupt have 
escaped accountability”. When he approached the Constitutional Court in July, Crawford-Browne said he had filed the 
application case in the public interest “requesting the court to set aside the Commission’s report and to instruct the 
Minister of Finance to recover monies — now estimated at over R70-billion — irrationally and fraudulently spent on the 
arms deal”. 

He also specified the thousands of pages of evidence Corruption Watch and R2K said Judge Seriti “failed to gather or 
admit into evidence”. According to Crawford-Brown this evidence was “deliberately blocked” by Judge Seriti. By the 
time it had completed its tasks and presented a report to President Jacob Zuma, the Seriti commission had cost South 
African taxpayers R137 million for the just over four years of its existence. 

The airborne arm of the SA National Defence Force was the largest beneficiary of the arms deal adding 26 Gripen 
fighters, 24 Hawk Lead-In Fighter Trainers, 30 Agusta light utility helicopters and four Super Lynx maritime helicopters 
to its inventory. The SA Navy re-acquired its blue water capability when four Valour Class frigates and three Type 209 
Heroine Class submarines were delivered in terms of the multi-billion rand acquisition deal, originally estimated at 
about R30 billion, but believed to have eventually cost more than R70 billion. 

I have a strong feeling that the costs of investigations, inquiries and commissions plus the legal costs of 
all the Court hearings have long since exceeded the possible costs of corruption. There is NO chance of 
Mr Crawford Browne getting our money back by his proposal of returning the stuff (infrastructure?) so 
why the hell dose this go on! Any bribes would have had to go to politicians and appointed civil servants 
and they will not shop themselves. In the mean time justice is the victim – as are the people who bear 
the costs of wasting court time! 

AGS 


